
  

Photography "Quijotes 2015"
National Contest Bases of 10th edition

"QUIJOTES 2015" national award
Photography
1. PARTICIPANTS: The competition is organized by the Association of Photographers
Professionals of Castilla-La Mancha, AFOCAM. They may participate
Professional photographers all the national territory and European Economic Community.

2. TOPICS:

1     Wedding.
2nd Portrait.
3rd  Child.
4th   Landscape.
5th  Free Creation.
6th  Young-Student Award

 In the Young Student category the maximum age is 25 years may
participate photography students and photographers assistants who so prove, the theme
will be free.
Each author can send a maximum of 5 works by category

3. SHIPPING: Will be online, photographs must be original and not winning another
competition. Whithout unsigned and trademarks not belonging to the image itself. They will be sent
through the website: www.afocam.es, with the following specifications:
- Images have to have the profile embedded Adobe RGB or sRGB.
- The dimensions are 2,000 px on the long side of the stain.
- The format is jpg with 10 quality, 1 mb maximum value.

4. IDENTIFICATION: The works must be renamed as the following example:
topic_number_DNI, example:
"Boda_001_33949125V.JPG"
Words without spaces, separated by dashes. Along with the works will be sent
a text file with the following information: name and surname, phone
contact, email, identity card or passport, document that you are a photographer
professional and proof of payment.

5 .- format for nominated works: The image size must be
at least 15 cm (6 inches)  from its lower side, mounted on rigid support 40 x 50 cm. (16x20 inches) unsigned or
signal
identifying the author.

6. SCHEDULE:
- Registration Deadline: December 25, 2015
- Nominations: as of January 6, 2016
- Awarding ceremony: January 16, 2016
There will be 7 nominations per category and they will be informed by e-mail
or telephone.
The nominated works must be submitted before January 10, 2016 for
exhibition during the awards to the following address:
(AFOCAM)  Att Juan Bautista Palomino
c / Rastro de San Juan s / nº, 13270. Almagro (Ciudad Real). Spain
info tel. 926 882 021.
Packaging, transportation, installation and insurance of the photographs will be at the own
author. AFOCAM not responsible for loss, damage or theft of the works
they are delivered, even if this occurs due to acts of God , being



account and risk of the author of the work the damages suffered during the same
time they are in possession of the organization.

7. AFOCAM DECLINES ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE AUTHENTICITY
AUTHOR eliminating the prize if proven guilty.

8. PRIZES: There will be a prize for each category. Among the winning works in the
category wedding, portrait, children, landscape and setting free the jury awarded the prize
€ 1000.00 and special trophy "Quijote 2015". In the Junior Class Award
Student's best work along with its trophy also be able
attend training courses organized during AFOCAM 2016.

9. AWARDS CEREMONY:  will be Saturday January 16, 2016
in the city of Toledo, announcing the time and place prior to the winners.

10. EXHIBITION: The winning photographs will be exhibited and nominees
parallel to the awards ceremony and will belong to the
association. AFOCAM added to the exhibition by the region of Castilla-La Mancha
 the winning photographs.

11. JURY: It will be made up of professional photographers. The jury's decision is
final, AFOCAM reserves the right to replace any juror if
the circumstances require it. The jury will be made public through its
webwww.afocam.es page and report the failure to the winners by mail, fax,
phone, or e-mail
The jury reserves the right to declare any of the prizes
establish whether the works presented did not satisfy his criterion sufficient merit.
It will be compulsory the presence of the winners at the awards ceremony.

12. CATALOGUE: A catalog "QUIJOTES 2015" will be published with the nominated works and
rewarded.

13. AMOUNT OF REGISTRATION
The amount will be by category:
For contestants participating in a category (either it was) the
price is € 30.00, for the contestants participating in two categories amount
 will be € 55.00 , for the contestants participating in three categories the amount shall be
€ 75.00 for participants in 4 categories  € 90.00 and for
contestants in the five categories will be the amount of 100.00 €
For the contestants in the category Young-Student Prize will amount 30,00 €
(65% discount will be returned before the deadline)
Payment will be made trought the program to send images.

14. EXHIBITION: The author whose work for the special prize, will attend as
AFOCAM invited to the seminar that will take place the following year and may make one
Individual exhibition, alongside the exhibition Quijotes 2016.

15. RIGHTS: AFOCAM can use any of the winning photographs,
nominated and selected in the contest (always mentioning the author's name)
to promote any activity of the Association, spread the contest and / or edit
Catalog.

16. RETURN OF WORKS: The non-winning photographs must request
return, the Association will manage its return by the agency deems appropriate and
send the postage due. If the request for return of the photographs is not done
in the jury's decision last two months, AFOCAM understands that the author refuse and
becoming heritage of this Association.

17. ORGANIZATION: Participation in this competition implies full acceptance of



the bases. The organization will take the utmost care in handling photographs,
declining any responsibility for the loss or accident them.

18. The book to be published AFOCAM be sent to each of the contestants on behalf
Association.

19. Cases not provided for in these rules shall be resolved by the Organizing Committee.

20.  Members of the Board of AFOCAM are not allowed to participate in the competition.


